The purpose of this paper is to empirically investigate the forecasting performances for the housing and stock returns of various using SVAR models. Using US data 1975Q2 − 2008Q3, we study various combinations of models with and without regime-switching. We then examine the in-sample and out-of-sample forecasts of these model, in particular, the out-of-sample forecasting on housing and stock returns for 2006Q1 − 2008Q3.
Introduction
The large fluctuations in house price and stock prices in recent years, and the subsequent subprime crisis, have posed challenges for economists and policymakers across countries.
Take the recent real estate cycle for an example, the US average house price has grown consecutively around 1.6% for the period 1995Q4 − 2005Q4, reaching a total of 89% in net gains. Figure 1 shows all the variables we are interested in: federal funds rates (hereafter F F R), term spreads (SP R), and growth rates of GDP (GDP ), the return of the stock price index (SRET ) and that of the house price index (HRET ), covering the period of 1975Q1 − 2008Q3. As shown in Figure 1 , the return on housing started to decline around 2006Q1 and then precipitated in the following quarters when the subprime mortgage problem aggravated.
1 Figure 1 also demonstrates the well known fact that the fluctuations of the stock returns are clearly much larger than those of housing returns.
(figure 1 about here) 1 These are calculated using Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight (OFHEO) house price index. The figures are more dramatic when S&P Case-Shiller U.S. National Home Price Index is used:
the average growth rate is 2.1% for the same period 1995Q4-2005Q4, resulting a total net gain of 135%.
The subsequent decline in house price growth was even more significant. However, the S&P Case-Shiller house price index traces back only from 1987Q1. Therefore, our empirical estimation in this paper uses OFHEO price index which can be traced back to 1975Q1.
Such fluctuations in asset prices and returns can have real effects. First, a continuous decline in asset price could lead to significant wealth effect in consumption (see Case, Quigley and Shiller, 2005, Campbell and Cocco, 2007 , among others). Since the aggregate consumption constitutes almost 70 % of the total GDP, and since many countries target their export to the USA, such wealth effect can have important implications to the economies of both the U.S. and many countries. Second, a continuous decline in house prices can cause a quick decay of collateral quality and value, leading to a severe credit crunch and subsequent sharp rise in bankruptcy and foreclosures. Therefore, due to the importance of asset prices in collateralized lending and the role of asset prices in monetary transmission mechanism (Mishkin, 2001 (Mishkin, , 2007 , and others), it is primarily important for researchers and policymakers to look ahead and predict the future movement of these asset prices. As a matter of fact, many financial intermediations have failed and the National Bureau of Economic Research, among others, has also admitted that an economic recession has started in the first quarter of 2008. When it will end, however, is still a topic for debate.
As many are writing on this topic, this paper complements the literature by focusing on a simple objective, which is to take an initial step in comparing the forecasting per- (2006) , we adopt the simulation-based approach to calculate the median path and the confidence interval. More discussion on this will be followed.
Third, we conduct forecasting on two asset prices, namely stock and housing, at the same time. Obviously, these two assets are the major forms of "store of value" in the modern economies. And for many, the retirement funds tie closely to the performance of the stock market. Therefore, the asset prices are not only "financial problems" but also important "macroeconomic problems." Needless to say, the literature of the predicting the two asset prices are long and huge. For the case of stock prices, they include those using financial ratios as predictive variables, such as the dividend-price ratio, the earningsprice ratio, and the book-to-market ratio (Fama and French (1988) , Campbell and Shiller (1988) , Goetzmann and Jorion (1993) , Hodrick (1992) It is also easy to see why we study the house price and stock price in one paper.
Usually, the returns of the two asset are imperfectly correlated and it is natural for agents to form some kind of portfolio in a dynamic setting (among others, see Yao and Zhang, 2005; Leung, 2007 Since the constant maturity rates are available only after 1982 for 3-month T-bills, we use the secondary market three-month T-bill rate expressed on a bond-equivalent basis.
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Real GDP is taken from the Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, and finally, the S&P 500 stock price index is obtained from the DataStream. We compute stock and housing returns by taking the growth rates of the stock price index and housing price index respectively, thus the estimation covers the period 1975Q2 − 2008Q3. Table 1 gives a statistical summary for the variables in the data. The stock returns have a higher mean than housing returns, and have an even larger volatility than the housing returns. The simple correlation coefficients displayed in Table 2 shows that only the federal funds rate is significantly and negatively correlated with the spread, which is around −0.55. The housing market returns are only slightly positively correlated with stock returns. Other pairwise correlation coefficients are in generally low. A more careful investigation of the data will show that these variables are indeed significantly related, and the tool that we employ will be explained in the next section. × 100. They argue that this spread provides an accurate and robust measure in predicting U.S. real activity over long periods of time.
5 Notice that throughout this paper, nominal returns are used. Some recent studies of housing market also use nominal prices and returns instead of the real ones, including Himmelberg, Mayer, and Sinai (2005), Hott and Monnin (2008), among others. If we use real asset return, we would need to add the inflation rate as an additional variable. Due to the regime-switching nature of the model, the number of parameters to be estimated will significantly increase and will be a burden given our limited dataset.
Also, the inflation rate would be correlated to the short rate and the long rate, which means that adding the inflation rate in the system could create some degree of multicollinearity. More importantly, to calculate the interest spread in real terms, we will need some independent measure for long term inflation expectation, which does not seem to be available. In fact, the literature tend to use the interest rate spread to "extract" long term inflation expectation.
The Econometric Model
The structural form of time varying vector autoregression model with lag length p for a process y t :
where we allow for all parameters, including intercept coefficients, autoregressive coefficients, and covariance matrix of stochastic terms to be contingent on the unobservable state variable s t ∈ S. Structural VAR model is chosen because it imposes (relatively) less presumptions on the data structure, and it also conveniently parameterize the dynamic interactions within a system. 6 The time varying coefficients capture possible nonlinearities or time variation in the lag structure of the model. The stochastic volatility allows for possible heteroskedasticity of the stochastic terms.
The variables of interest
is a m × m state-dependent matrix which measures the contemporaneous relationship between variables and the econometric identification of the model is obtained through restrictions on
The stochastic error term u t will be explained below.
The corresponding reduced form of the above model can be obtained by pre-multiplying (1) by A −1 0 (s t ), which yields:
is a m × m matrix with each element which is state-dependent
which will be explained below. The vector of stochastic error term t can be further expressed as
where H is a m × m diagonal matrix with diagonal elements σ
, which captures the difference in the intensity of volatility, and v t (s t ) is a vector of stan-
, where the covariance matrix is given by
Two-state Markov Process
Following the literature of Markov Switching, and being limited by the sample size, we assume that there are only two states, i.e., s t ∈ S = {1, 2}. The procedure of the identification of the regime of the economy for a given period will be discussed below.
The Markov switching process relates the probability that regime j prevails in t to the prevailing regime i in t − 1, P r(s t = j | s t−1 = i) = p ij . The transition probabilities are assumed to be fixed and the transition matrix is given by:
Given that the economy can be either in state 1 or state 2, the term α j (s t ) , j = 1, .., m, defined above, captures the difference in the intercept under different states. For convenience, we set α j (1) = 0 for s t = 1, thus α j (2) measures the difference in the intercept between state 2 and state 1. Furthermore, we set the diagonal element of Λ (s t )
at state 1 to be unity, i.e., λ j (1) = 1, so that if λ j (2) > 1, then the intensity of volatility in state 2 is larger than that in state 1, and vice versa.
Since v t (s t ) is a vector of standard normal distribution and λ j (1) is set to be one, the variance of y j,t , j = 1, .., m, at state 1 is σ 2 j , and the variance is λ
Identification of Regimes
We then discuss the identification of regimes in this model. Since the state of the economy is unobservable, we identify the regime for given a time period by Hamilton's (1989 Hamilton's ( , 1994 smoothed probability approach, in which the probability of being state s t at time t is
given by π (s t | Ω T ), where Ω T = {y 1 , y 2 , ..., y t , ..., y T }. The idea is that we identify the state of the economy from an ex post point of view, and thus the full set of information is utilized. Notice that we only allow for two regimes in this paper, i.e., s t ∈ S = {1, 2}.
Thus, if π (s t = j | Ω T ) > 0.5, then we identify the economy most likely to be in state j, j = 1, 2.
Forecasting
After we have estimated all the above models, we use the calculated the smoothed probabilities for evaluating the forecasting performances of house and stock prices across various models. Following the convention of the literature, we examine both in-sample and out-of-sample forecasting performances.
We conduct out-of-sample forecasting starting 2006Q1, and thus we divide the sample First, given the estimation window 1975Q2 − 2005Q4 and a forecasting horizon h = 1, ..., 4, the estimated parameters are used to forecast house and stock prices h-steps ahead outside the estimation window, using the smoothed transition probabilities. The h-steps ahead forecasted value of z t+h based on information at time t, Ω t , is given by Second, instead of computing the conditional expectations of the variable being predicted, we simulate the path of the forecasted values by repeated drawings. The procedure is as follows.
• (Step 1) We estimate the model using the estimation window 1975Q2 − 2005Q4 and obtain the parameters, transition probabilities, and variance-covariance matrix. Given the estimation results we compute the smoothed probabilities to identify the regime at the period 2005Q4.
• (Step 2) Given the regime at the period 2005Q4, we simulate the path of h-step ahead regimes by random drawing, h = 1, ..., 4.
7 Given this particular path of h-step ahead regimes, we can obtain the path of predicted values of z t ∈ y t from (2).
• (Step 3) We iterate step 1 and 2 for 50, 001 times to obtain the median of the h- We then update the data with four observations and repeat Step 1-3 to simulate the path of predicted values for the next four quarters. This procedure is repeated till the end of our sample.
An advantage over computing the mean of possible future values in the first approach is that this method takes full account of the regime switching model by determining the path of future regimes using random drawing, rather than simply taking expectations over transition probabilities. Another advantage is that we can generate a confidence interval by which to evaluate its forecasting performances.
To evaluate the performances of in-sample and out-of-sample forecasts, we compute two widely-used measures for forecasting a variable z t ∈ y t , Root Mean Square Errors (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Errors (MAE), which are defined respectively as
Estimation Results
We will estimate a series of models and compare their forecasting performances. Due to limited availability of data, we keep the model as parsimonious as possible to constrict the number of parameters to be estimated. We estimate the following five models:
Model A (Single-regime model (F F R, SP R, GDP , SRET , HRET )); Model B (Single-
Model E (Two-regime model (F F R, SP R, SRET , HRET )). 8 When considering regime switching models, we allow all parameters to be state contingent. As discussed above, the purpose for considering GDP and term spread respectively is that both variables may contain information for future movements of asset returns. Furthermore, the interactions of stock returns and housing returns may also affect the movement of either one of these returns.
The estimation results of the five models using the estimation window 1975Q2 − 2005Q4 are displayed in Table 3 -5. In general, a model allowing for regime switching attains a low value of Akaike's information criterion (AIC) and a higher log-likelihood value. Furthermore, among these five models, the two-regime model (F F R, SP R, SRET , HRET ) has the best goodness of fit, i.e., a significantly lower value of AIC than other models.
( Table 3 , 4, 5 about here)
For the Markov switching model, recall that we set the volatility at regime 1 λ j (1) = 1, thus the element λ j (2) measures the relative volatility of regime 2 over regime 1. From Table 4 (model C) and Table 5 (model E), we can see that the estimated values of relative 8 For the purpose of parsimony and model comparison, we set the lag period of all models to be one (p = 1). It turns out that most models with one lag period have the lowest value of AIC, compared with models having more than one lag periods. Details are available upon request.
volatility λ j (2) are all significantly less than one for j = 1 and 2, which means that for both federal funds rate and the spread the volatility in regime 2 is lower than in regime 1.
On the other hand, most of the λ 3 (2) and λ 4 (2) are insignificant, suggesting that for the quarterly stock and housing returns there is no significant difference in volatility across regimes. Thus, the regime-switching Model C and Model E here identifies two regimes for this monetary policy tool: a high volatility regime (regime 1) and a low volatility regime (regime 2). The transition probability matrix for (F F R, GDP , SRET , HRET )
is given by 
Forecasting
We now proceed to forecast stock and housing returns from 2006Q1 to 2008Q3. As discussed above we first conduct in-sample forecasting and then examine the out-of-sample forecasts using respectively the expectations-based and simulation-based methods. Tables 6-8 show RMSE and MAE of in-sample h-steps ahead forecasts, h = 1, ..., 4, for each variable across five models. There are several findings. First, for the in-sample forecasts of house price, both RMSE and MAE are increasing monotonically in forecasting horizon. That is, the forecasting performance is getting poorer as the forecasting horizon is longer. This is true for both criteria and for all models, single-regime or regime-switching model.
In-Sample Forecasting
( Tables 6, 7, 8 
Out-of-Sample Forecasting
As mentioned above, we focus on out-of-sample forecasts of housing and stock returns beginning 2006Q1, at the time when the growth of housing returns began to decline and the sub-prime crisis started to unfold.
We first conduct out-of-sample forecasting by using the conditional-expectations predictions. Tables 6, 9 , and 10 display RMSE and MAE of out-of-sample h-steps ahead forecasts, h = 1, ..., 4, for each variable across five models.
A number of interesting observations can be made. First, as the in-sample forecasts of house price, the forecasting performances are decreasing monotonically in forecasting horizon, for both criteria and for all models. Second, unlike the in-sample forecasts of stock price, the performances for out-of-sample forecasts of stock returns are decreasing monotonically in forecasting horizon, for both criteria and for all models. Third, in contrast to the in-sample forecasts, the 4-variate model with term spread (SP R) does not necessarily perform better than the model with GDP for out-of-sample forecasts.
Finally, for out-of-sample forecasts of housing returns, the regime-switching model (F F R, SP R, SRET , HRET ) performs best. But for out-of-sample forecasts of stock returns, the single-regime model (F F R, SP R, GDP , SRET , HRET ) performs best.
( Tables 9, 10 For the predictions of housing returns, the forecasting performances of all five models in a sense "deteriorate" much faster than the predictions for stock returns. Figure 7 shows that the models basically capture the downward trend of the housing return in 2006 and although the path of housing return declines much faster than all models' prediction, it is still contained in the 90% confidence intervals. Unfortunately, figure 8 seems to suggest that the models to be misled by the "bound back" of housing return 10-12, they look very similar to each other. In figure 13 , it shows a slight difference. On the left hand side, the conditional means of the two regime-switching models (C and E) basically follow the same trend as the data, yet there is a gap in terms of the values.
On the right hand side, the median path from simulation continue to decrease after the data path "rebounds" and hence fails to capture the "trend." Yet the difference between the model predictions and the data are actually decreasing. Thus, the conditional mean method seems to be (marginally) better in capturing the trend, while the simulationbased method is better in closing the gap between the data and the model predictions. In terms of the out-of-sample forecasting, we actually compare the performance of two methods: those based on conditional mean computation, and the median path that based on simulation. We find that in the case of stock returns, the two methods do not display any difference. In the case of housing return, however, the conditional mean seems to capture the "trend" of the data movement. In terms of the absolute difference between the data and the prediction, the median path method seems to perform better.
This may mean that there are indeed trade-offs for different forecasting methods and perhaps it is advisable to use multiple methods in practice. Note: FFR denotes the federal funds rate, SPR denotes term spread, GDP means the gross domestic production grwoth rate, SRET means stock index return, and HEIT means housing market return. 
